Abstract-The cultural difference between China and the West is huge, which will have an important impact on Chinese-English translation. As an important part of Chinese literature, ancient Chinese poetry contains a lot of cultural images which will bring great challenges to translators. This paper aims to analyze the strategies of translating cultural images in ancient Chinese poems.
This poem was written when the poet visited the Golden Valley Garden in spring. In the original poem, "坠楼人" is an allusion, referring to Lu Zhu(绿珠), a concubine of Shi Chong(石崇) who was a merchant in the late Jin Dynasty. After the decline of Shi's family, another man wanted to get Lu Zhu, who was faithful to Shi and jumped from the building. By using this allusion, the poet compares the falling flower to Green Pearl, because they are somewhat similar to each other. However the translations of this important cultural element are not so satisfying. In Version 1, "nymphs" refer to the minor goddess represented as beautiful maidens inhabiting trees, waters and mountains in Greek mythology. This is a typical example of domesticating translation. Though it is easier for target language readers to understand, the original cultural flavor is lost. In version 2, translator use "unlucky women" to translator this allusion. It is only a kind of explanation with the cultural image totally lost.
B. Similes and Metaphors
Similes and metaphors are perhaps the commonest figures of speech in language. When people describe something, they like to make comparisons. A simile is a direct comparison between two or more unlike things, normally "like" or "as" is used to transfer the quality we associate with the other. Sometimes the association is between unfamiliar things and familiar ones, between old experiences and new ones, or between abstract ideas and concrete images. A metaphor is an implied comparison between two or more unlike things.
In most cases, culturally loaded words are peculiar to a particular nation. They are the result of the particular living environment, customs and tradition, national spirit etc. of that nation. Because of the different social and cultural backgrounds and different ways of thinking, which is reflected by analogy making, the metaphors in one language are not always identical in another. Poetry, not only the carrier of ideology and emotion, but also carrier of culture, reflects the characteristics of the national culture which may be the barriers to the TL readers' understanding.
In ancient Chinese poems, an extremely outstanding characteristic is the abundant use of metaphors. The metaphorical objects, ideas, and events remind us of other parts of our experience. The mental associations help us to understand the meanings of the poetry vividly. Generally speaking, the metaphorical image of ancient Chinese poems ought to be translated into English by a metaphorical image. The use of general and abstract words to translate metaphors (domesticating translation) is the least favorable strategy the translator may employ. Look at the following examples:
Original: 谁言寸草心, 报得三春辉。(孟郊《游子吟》) The phrase "寸草心" is a metaphor for the child's heart and the phrase "三春晖" is a metaphor for the mother's love and nurture. By using these metaphors, the poet expresses his deep gratitude for his mother's love and regret for not being able to repay all the love. In version 1, the original cultural images are invisible and the meanings of the two images are explicated. It is inconsistent with the poet's intention to convey the meaning through these metaphorical images. The implications are spelled out without giving readers any space of imagination. In version 2, the original images are faithfully translated. This foreignized translation does not cause any misunderstanding. It requires the readers to comprehend the images in the textual context and arrive at the implications. Sometimes it is necessary to capture the true implied meaning through the literal meaning of words. When metaphors, similes and other figures of speech are skillfully used in the line, the true meaning of the poem may not be easily available. If translated literally, Western readers will find it inexplicable or ridiculous (Gao Jiazheng, 1999).
C. Proper Names
Proper names refer to persons, living creatures, places, objects or processes that are particular to a single cultural community. The frequent use of proper names is also one of the characteristics of ancient Chinese poetry. Since ancient Chinee poetry is a highly concentrated and condensed literary form, proper names in it are often imbued with rich cultural connotation. Because these proper nouns are used repeatedly in poetry creation, they have become so culturally loaded and the mention of them can spontaneously arouse certain feeling in Chinese.
In the translation of proper names some translators like using words seeming to be a TL proper name to translate a SL proper name for the purpose of increasing readability. But this treatment may block cultural exchanges and give readers an impression that SL culture and TL culture are just the same in the way of naming animals, persons, places, etc. In practice, the translator must keep in mind that every proper name has its own cultural background. If the cultural background is significant for the understanding of poems, it should be expressed in the TL text. Specifically speaking, Here"杭州" and "汴州" are not just two common place names, but place names with a strong cultural and historical color. "汴州"refers to the capital city of the Northern Song Dynasty, which had already been conquered by the Jin Dynasty when the poet wrote this poem. The rulers of the Northern Song wanted to regain the lost capital but did not make any efforts and indulged in delight of pleasure in the new capital Lin'an, which was Hangzhou. The last line has the satirical meaning that if the rulers did not stop seeking pleasure; the invaders would also take Hangzhou. In both versions, the two places names are reserved through foreignizing translation-transliteration.
Original: 劝君更尽一杯酒, 西出阳关无故人。(王维《送元二使安西》) (Tr. Huang Xinqu) Located 70 kilometers southwest of Dunhuang City, Gansu Province, Yangguan(阳关), founded in the Western Han Emperor period. It relies on water as a pass and faces Yumenguan(玉门关) across the water. It was not only the most important pass for the Han Dynasty to defend the northwest nomadic invasion, but also an important gateway on the Silk Road Central Plains to the western region, central Asia and other places. This farewell song writen by Wang Wei makes Yangguan famous all over the world and has been considered a masterpiece through ages. Nowadays, Yangguan scenic spot together with other cultural relics, is one of the most densest places of Dunhuang cultural relics distribution. Most of the tourists at home and abroad started to understand Yang Guan from the poem of Wang Wei.In Version 1, "阳 关" is directly translated into "Sun Pass", It did not translate the real cultural connotation of the name of "阳关"."阳 关"is the gateway to the western region. However, Sun Pass does not give this kind of association. Inversion 2, the translator transliterated Yangguan, retaining the original name of the place, which is a good choice from the perspective of tourism promotion, but may not be familiar to the general foreigners. Comparatively speaking, Version 3 makes up for this defect by translating "阳关" directly into Yanguan Pass and then compensating with annotations, which not only helps readers better understand not only the connotation of Yangguan, but also the meaning of the whole poem.
D. Folk Customs
Custom refers to an established and habitual practice, especially of a social kind, that is typical of a particular group of people. So various peoples with different history, living surroundings etc. hold different customs. The culture of Chinese folk customs originates from the cultural exploration and transmission of millions of Chinese people. Its diversity and richness survive through ages of changes and the development of history. It is the boiled-down gem and crystallization, which brighten so much the long-standing and well-established traditional Chinese culture. Being an important part of it, the culture of folk customs is, to a certain extent, an insight of the ancient civilization of the Chinese nation, which has made its major contributions to the development of the civilization of the world.
There are many words related to customs in ancient Chinese poetry. They are still the most primitive and vital Qingming(清明), meaning clear and bright, is the day for mourning the dead. It has been a folk festival in China from time immemorial. This is the most important sacrificial day. At this time, both Han and minority ethnic groups offered sacrifices to their ancestors and wept for the graves of the deceased. Qingming Festival is a festival of mixed joy and sorrow. This day is not only a day for people to visit the cemetery to mourn the lost ancestors, but also a day when nature wakes up and people go out to celebrate the coming of spring. Compared with the sadness of grave sweepers, people also enjoy the hope of spring on this day. Qingming Festival is a sunny, shady day, and nature is once again active. Since ancient times, people have followed the custom of spring outing.
In this poem, the poet gave a description of anxiety of the pedestrians who are still on the way back home. The cultural connation of this festival is the soul of the poem. In the first version, this Chinese traditional festival is domesticated into All Souls festival, which may give the readers misconception that Chinese also celebrate this Western festival. From the perspective of cultural exchange, version 2, translating the festival literarily, is more successful.
E. Culture-specific Words and Expressions
Indeed, different peoples live in a similar physical environment on the same planet, and every language contains expressions that describe the physical world-books, tables, rice, water, mothers, and so on. But through a long and unique evolution, each culture has developed a different view of the world. In addition to the common core expressions, most of them are conceptual or out-of-scope, each language has millions of culture-specific expressions, all of which are richly related to the nation. Therefore, the same object can be conceptualized or symbolized with different cultural colors or flavors.
For example, the words like，fire, sea, Roland, castle, sport, shepherd, nightingale, evoke different associations in the minds of British and Chinese people. To British people, these words are imbued with imaginations. Similarly, the words like, wind, moon, river, lake, plum, chrysanthemum, sparrow, stele, flute, monk, reclusion, li(礼), yingyang（阴阳） etc also evoke associations and sentiments in the minds of Chinese people that western people may not understand. So it should be faithfully retained in its English version. In the version, the Chinese "明月" (the bright moon) is rendered into the goodness of the moon in Roman mythology, Dianna. Although such an alternative can impress foreign readers with a mythological figure, the unique flavor of an ancient Chinese poem is mixed with an oddly exotic culture. The target language readers cannot get the same artistic enjoyment as the source language readers do. After all, the Moon is still an object that Western people are very familiar with. And as the development of cultural exchange between the East and West, the "moon" image in many Chinese literary works may be translated and introduced as a cultural image to Western readers.
Original: It is by hearing the magpie's chattering that the woman thinks her lover is coming to her soon. However, the same bird has totally different connotation in English culture. When talking about this difference, Chen Hongwei pointed out that in English mental culture more attention is paid to the physiological characteristics of this black-and-white bird, that is noises it makes. Then the connotative meaning of a magpie in English is a chatterbox(Guo Jianzhong,1998). Therefore, in English culture, seeing a magpie means that there is a gossip in the air. A dead magpie is a bad omen saying that a careless talk can ruin your love relationship or marriage. So in the translation，it is important to avoid the culture conflicts of this bird and avoid misunderstanding. The word "magpie" is kept in both versions, but the different cultural effects are achieved since different ways are employed to keep it. In Version 1, the translator depicts it as the magpie's chick-chack. It requires the reader to figure out what magpie means in this poem. The readers might deduce from their own cultural context that the woman is so annoyed by the chattering of magpie after such a long time of waiting. But if a footnote is added, such misinterpretation can be avoided. Version2 preserves the cultural image with the word "glad", which seems to have no relevance to magpie in the western culture. Feeling the readers may wonder why the woman is happy about the magpie's crying, the translator adds a footnote to enlarge the reader's encyclopedic entry. In this way, the association between "glad" mood and "magpie" is constructed and misinterpretation is avoided, thus cultural transfer is achieved.
Original In Version 1 and 2, "Qin" and "Se" are substituted by "lute", which will inevitably lead to the losses of cultural content. In Version 2, the translator adopts transliteration plus footnote, it conveys the most possible intellectual cultural content to Western readers and familiarize them with the music and musical instrument of ancient China. If the translator attempts to explain the Qin and Se within the lines, the translation will unavoidably become awkward, for it will affect the flow of rhyme and rhythm in the English version. Though the continuity of reading as pleasure has been affected by heavy annotations, the value of footnotes can be realized in assisting the target language readers in becoming acquainted with the vast cultural treasures of world literature. We hold that it is not justifiable to determine that detailed explanations like footnotes will detract from the pleasure the target language readers feel. On the contrary, it can enrich the target text reader's vision about the Chinese literature, deepen his understanding of the poem and gain aesthetic delight on a deeper level.
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Just as Xu Yuanchong stated in his book On Chinese Verse in English Rhyme: If you believe to translate is to find the exact equivalence or hundred percent resemblances, then poetry is untranslatable. If you believe to translate is to find partial equivalence or convey the beauty of the original, then poetry is translatable to a certain degree (Xu Yuanchong, 1997) .Poetry is far more difficult to translate as compared with other forms of literary works. It poses a difficult task for the translators to translate a ancient Chinese poem with the original features retained, and to make the TL readers perceive the beauties of the original poem and the unique favor of Chinese culture at the meantime. Absolute equivalence can never be established although relative equivalents can be achieved at different levels depending on the cultural capacity, aesthetic attainment and skills of the translator (Wang Ning, 2010).
